Anti-Racism Action Guide:
Self-Exploration
As a health professional, it is of utmost importance that we work on understanding
ourselves as cultural beings with our own worldview that is shaped by personal
demographics, experiences, systems, and values. In clinical relationships, we bring with
us a network of reference group and social memberships that affects our work. It is thus
important to be aware of your reference groups and associated beliefs. Without such an
awareness and understanding, you may inadvertently assume that everyone shares
your worldview. When this happens, you can contribute to cultural oppression by
imposing your values on your culturally different clients.
As a cultural being, we all belong to various socially constructed reference groups
including race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, social class, and religion. Each of
these reference groups are globally understood in the larger context you grew up and/or
live in and each membership influences how one thinks, feels, and behaves.
Effective ways of better understanding and appreciating the impact – as well as
interaction – of your identities can be achieved through both experiential and didactic
means.
This anti-racism action guide includes a series of tips for self-exploration, along with a
list of pertinent resources.
TIPS
Explore Your Reference Group Memberships
• Devote time to this exploration
• Read the relevant literature
• Reflect in an open and honest manner about the socialization of your multiple
identities
• Consider how these socialization processes influenced your attitudes, beliefs,
and behaviors
• Be compassionate toward yourself as you engage in this process of reflection
• Commit to ongoing self-exploration
Engage in Conversations with Trusted Peers or in Facilitated Groups
• Explore in the group your responses to the questions detailed below in Appendix

•
•

A
Discuss your values, biases, attitudes, assumptions, behaviors, and general
experience of the world
Learn about the biases, values, and assumptions about human behavior that
other individuals may hold

Write an Autobiographical Sketch
• Explore in your autobiographic sketch your responses to the questions detailed
below in Appendix B
• Document the development of your reference group memberships from early
childhood to the present
o Explore each reference group on its own first.
o Integrate the intersectionality of your various social memberships
• Make note of specific incidents that have contributed to the awareness of each
reference group membership
• Identify aspects of your awareness that came from personal experiences, media,
experts, group experiences, and/or family interactions
o Distinguish between the various sources as you write about your group
memberships
• Examine the significance to your development of being raised in a homogenous
class, race, or religious setting, community, family
o Explore the stated or obvious and unstated issues, even if you had not
thought of it before
• Speculate about your lack of awareness in instances where you have no clear
history to report
o Ask yourself, what does it mean to not be consciously aware of race or
class?
• Explore the attitudes, values, and beliefs you have internalized as a result of your
socialization
Attend to the Link Between Your Social Identities and Your Work as a Healthcare
Professional
• Learn about the history, life experiences, cultural values and the hopes, fears,
and aspirations of culturally different groups in the United States to optimize your
effectiveness as a healer
• Consider how your multiple social identities may affect the relationships you
develop with your patients and colleagues and the assessment and intervention
process
• Strive to ensure the cultural relevance of your interactions with your patients and
the cultural appropriateness of your approach to assessment and intervention
• Understand your patients’ presentation within a systemic and sociocultural
framework
• Be cognizant of and make use of existing indigenous helping/healing approaches
that may already exist in a minority community
• Develop and utilize skills that involve interventions aimed at organizational
structures, policies, practices, and regulations within institutions

Process Your Emotions
• Notice and acknowledge your emotional responses and reactions to your multiple
group memberships along with your cognitive reflections
• Explore the basis of your positive and negative emotions reactions
• Ascertain the basis of your reactions:
o Ask yourself, who or what has significantly influenced your emotional and
cognitive reactions to cultural differences
• Reflect upon the insights that you can glean from your reactions
• Discuss and speculate upon areas in which you have historically lacked attention
or awareness
NOTE
This guide is largely adapted from the following sources:
1. Syllabus on multicultural and diversity issues in a graduate class for clinical
psychologists by Kevin Nadal, PhD. (with his permission)
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONS TO GUIDE GROUP DISCUSSIONS
The following questions are examples of exploring yourself as a cultural being for each
specific reference group. Each group of questions must be explored thoroughly in an
analytical rather than superficial manner. In general, an adequate exploration of these
areas requires follow-up questions and a significant investment of time.
Religion
1. How do I feel about my spiritual or religious group membership? (Distinguish
between your family’s religion and your own. Talk about your religious group.) If

you don’t consider yourself to be a member of a particular group, talk about that - discuss belonging to the group of people who are not part of a religious group.
2. How have I affirmed my religion or the group to which I belong? (i.e. engaged in
activities, actions, or thoughts to conform to group expectations, held views of
other religious or non-religious groups.)
3. What generalizations do I believe that others make about me because I do/do not
belong to a religious group? List and explain each generalization. (e.g. how do
others perceive people in my group?)
4. Are there areas (e.g. personal, interpersonal, social) in which I have not come to
terms with who I am with respect to my religious group membership?
Social Class
1. How do I feel about my social class group membership? (Identify your class
standing, i.e. poverty, working class, middle class, owning class, etc. Try not to
discuss only material things but focus on the types of thoughts and behaviors
that are expected of you and how these expectations have shaped who your are
and how you see others)
2. How have I affirmed my social class group membership? (i.e. engaged in
activities, actions, or thoughts to conform to group expectations, held views of
groups.)
3. What generalizations do I believe that others make about me because of my
social class group membership? List and explain each generalization. (e.g. how
do others perceive people in my group?)
4. Are there areas (e.g. personal, interpersonal, social) in which I have not come to
terms with who I am with respect to my social class group membership?
Gender
1. How do I feel about my gender? (Please be careful not to discuss your birth sex,
but rather how you have been socialized to be part of one gender).
2. How have I affirmed my gender? (i.e. engaged in gender normative activities,
actions, or thoughts)
3. What generalizations do I believe that others make about me because of my
gender? List and explain each generalization. (e.g. how do others perceive
people in my group?)
4. Are there areas (e.g. personal, interpersonal, social) in which I have not come to
terms with who I am with respect to my gender?
Sexual Orientation
1. How do I feel about my sexual orientation?
2. How have I affirmed my sexual orientation? (i.e. engaged in activities, actions, or
thoughts to conform to group expectations, held views of groups.)
3. What generalizations do I believe that others make about me because of my
sexual orientation? List and explain each generalization. (e.g. how do others
perceive people in my group?)
4. Are there areas (e.g. personal, interpersonal, social) in which I have not come to
terms with who I am with respect to my sexual orientation?

Ethnicity
1. How do I feel about my ethnic group membership? (Please be careful to discuss
your own ethnic group and not your parent’s ethnic group)
2. How have I affirmed my ethnic group membership? (i.e. engaged in activities,
actions, or thoughts to conform to group expectations, held views of other
groups.)
3. What generalizations do I believe that others make about me because of my
ethnic group membership? List and explain each generalization. (e.g. how do
others perceive people in my group?)
4. Are there areas (e.g. personal, interpersonal, social) in which I have not come to
terms with who I am with respect to my ethnic group membership?
Race
How do I feel about my racial group membership?
How has colorism informed my experience of my racial group membership?
What has it meant in my life to be a person of my skin color? Give specific
examples.
3. How have I affirmed my racial group membership? (i.e. engaged in activities,
actions, or thoughts to conform to group expectations, held views of other
religious or non-religious groups.)
4. What generalizations do I believe that others make about me because of my
racial group membership? List and explain each generalization. (e.g. how do
others perceive people in my group?)
5. Are there areas (e.g. personal, interpersonal, social) in which I have not come to
terms with who I am with respect to my racial group membership?
1.
2.

APPENDIX B: QUESTIONS TO GUIDE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
1.

Who are you as a racial, ethnic, gendered, social class, sexual, and
religious/spiritual being? When did you realize that you were a member of your
particular identity groups (i.e., racial, ethnic, gender, etc.)? Give specific
examples. What role did your family upbringing play? What role did your friends
play? What role did your education play? How has society influenced you with
respect to your understanding of your identity group memberships? In other
words, try to link your development with respect to each of your multiple group
identities (i.e., racial, ethnic, gender, social class, religion/spirituality) and the
acquisition of attitudes on each of your multiple group identities with your
developmental history. Remember to speak about each identity group separately
in separate sections of your sketch and to give each identity group equal
attention.

2.

What does it mean for you to be a racial being? What does it mean to be a
Person of Color? What does it mean to be White? Give specific examples. In
most cases, this question will evoke not only cognitive inquiry, but also emotional
responses. It is critical to explore both cognitive and affective bases or your

responses and reactions to your multiple group memberships.
3.

What are your biases, prejudices, worldviews, and assumptions about human
behavior and culturally different and similar others? Give specific examples. Do
you think that you are/are not you bigoted, a racist, sexist, classist, homophobic,
etc.? Do you believe holding negative feelings about group memberships
different from your own is acceptable, understandable, inappropriate, what? How
have your biases, assumptions, stereotypes, etc. been manifested in your
personal and professional life? Where do you think they came from?

4.

How do you understand your identity groups? For example, what does it mean to
be Asian in America, in Asia, Europe, or wherever you were raised? How do you
perceive yourself as a member of your identity groups? Are you a person who
believes that people from other religions are practicing the ‘wrong’ faith? Do you
believe that women are superior to men? How do your perceptions of women
and men relate to your religious beliefs, cultural/ethnic values, racial dynamics of
your reference groups? Your social class? If you are White, can you understand
the worldviews of People of Color? If you are a Person of Color can you
understand the worldviews of White people? If so, can you articulate it? If not,
how do you understand not being able to articulate your racial identity?

5.

How are your cultural identities likely to affect your clinical work? What aspects or
characteristics do you have that are likely to hinder your ability to work with
culturally different/diverse groups? What aspects or characteristics do you have
that are likely to facilitate your ability to work effectively with culturally
different/diverse groups? How multiculturally competent are you? What do you
need to work on? How will you become culturally competent? What experiences
do you need and how can you actively arrange to obtain them?

